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ABSTRACT

This paper considers several influences of mixing on the stability of oceanic 
boundary currents, analyzed primarily in terms of the effects of mixing on 
the distribution of potential vorticity. This perspective relates both to the 
Charney–Stern criterion for the stability of currents and the Haynes–
McIntyre constraints on the evolution of potential vorticity when mixing 
occurs. It is shown that diapycnal mixing can alter the structure of a stable 
current so that it becomes potentially unstable according to the Charney–
Stern criterion. The effects of isopycnal diffusion and a viscous lateral 
boundary layer are also considered. Occurrences of instability are then 
illustrated with both computational solutions and experiments in a rotating 
tank. Finally, subsurface float trajectories are shown near the coast of 
Portugal that are suggestive of the instability of the boundary current 
downstream from the Mediterranean outflow, known to be subject to strong 
mixing.

1. Introduction  

In this paper we investigate the formation of submesoscale vortices from 
intense coastal currents. For instance, gravity currents (with dense water 
flowing downhill) that originate from the exchange of water between two basins 
separated by a strait generate intense vortices in the interior of the ocean. A 
particular example of this is the meddies (Mediterranean Water eddies) generated 
from the subsurface Mediterranean outflow current along the Iberian coast.
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This subject has been investigated previously. Among several proposed mechanisms, the one most frequently invoked is a 
mixed barotropic–baroclinic instability (see Prater 1992; Baey 1997). This mechanism is known to have a necessary 
condition for the onset of instability, the Charney–Stern criterion, which states that the horizontal (or isopycnal) potential 
vorticity gradient must change sign somewhere within the flow. Potential vorticity (PV) is a tracer combining vorticity and 
density stratification that is conserved for each fluid particle in the absence of mixing. Therefore, when an oceanic basin 
exchanges its water adiabatically with another basin, the outflowing current often provides a source of distinctive PV values, 
depending on the stratification characteristics of both basins. When the outflow is associated with PV gradients of both 
signs, it may be unstable by the Charney–Stern criterion. This has been invoked, for instance, in Spall and Price (1998) to 
explain the generation of cyclones near Denmark Strait. However, when the intrusion of fluid has only a single sign for both 
its PV and its gradient, then it is linearly stable by the Charney–Stern criterion. This is thought to be the case for the 
Mediterranean current (e.g., Marshall 1988; Spall and Price 1998), which is probably why several nonlinear eddy-generation 
mechanisms have been proposed that are not based on linear instability.

Chérubin et al. (1996) examines the influence of a canyon on the generation of vortices and shows that this topography 
can generate large-amplitude meanders that roll up into vortices. Nof (1991) studies eddy generation that ensues from a 
geostrophically unbalanced pulse in the current, caused by internal waves or atmospheric forcing. Pichevin and Nof (1996) 
study the influence of a cape on the generation of vortices in a reduced gravity model: analysis of the momentum budget 
shows that when a coastal current has a strong veering, it cannot be stationary so that anticyclonic vortices have to be 
generated to close the momentum budget. Because of the planetary beta effect (i.e., spatial variation of the Coriolis 
frequency), these anticyclones detach from the coast when they become large enough.

When gravity currents enter a basin and flow downhill, they undergo intense mixing with the surrounding waters (Price 
and Baringer 1994). For instance, the Mediterranean outflow current mixes with the Atlantic water (Baringer 1993; Rhein 
and Hinrichsen 1993; Johnson et al. 1994; Baringer and Price 1997a,b) so that its potential density decreases from σ

θ
  29 

kg m−3 near the Strait of Gibraltar to σ
θ
  27.5 kg m−3 in the Gulf of Cadiz. Since PV is not conserved when mixing 

occurs, one may wonder if intense mixing can sufficiently transform the PV distribution of an initially stable current into an 
unstable one capable of generating detached vortices.

This question is the subject of this paper. In section 2 we recall some properties of PV and discuss its integral constraints 
as expressed in the Charney–Stern and Haynes–McIntyre relations. We show how these relations can be combined to 
explain how diapycnal and isopycnal mixing can yield unstable currents. We then use computational solutions to demonstrate 
this behavior in section 3. In section 4 we further demonstrate it with results from rotating-tank experiments on gravity 
currents. We conclude in section 5 by summarizing our results and discussing their implications both in nature and in 
oceanic general circulation models (GCMs).

2. Potential vorticity constraints  

Since the early work of Rossby (1939) and Ertel (1942), PV has been recognized as a useful quantity for interpreting the 
dynamics of the atmosphere and the ocean (e.g., McWilliams and Gent 1980; Hoskins et al. 1985; McIntyre and Norton 
1990). Potential vorticity is a scalar quantity that combines the vorticity and potential density. Under the assumptions of 
hydrostatic and geostrophic or gradient-wind balance, the global distribution of PV uniquely determines the simultaneous 
velocity field, given appropriate boundary conditions. If the evolution is adiabatic, potential density and PV are conserved 
along trajectories, and anomalies in the PV field are constrained to remain on surfaces of constant potential density that are 
monotonically ordered in a stably stratified fluid.

For a stably stratified fluid in hydrostatic balance, we can transform the dynamical equations into isopycnal coordinates, 
where the effective vertical coordinate is the potential density. Here PV is defined by

 

where  = rot(U) = x  −  yu is the curl of the velocity field U = (u, ) in the direction perpendicular to an isopycnal 

surface, f  is the Coriolis frequency (which we assume to be spatially constant in this paper), and h = 
ρ
z is the differential 

thickness of an isopycnal layer (Cushman-Roisin 1994). 

As pointed out by Ertel (1942), PV can have alternative definitions since multiplying (1) by any function of the potential 
density yields a quantity with the same properties of Lagrangian conservation and the possibility of diagnostically evaluating 
the 3D velocity field. Using H = hrest, the stratification of the fluid at rest (i.e., the state achieved by adiabatically rearranging 

the density field until its iso-surfaces are flat), we define the PV anomaly (PVA) by



 

where Δh = h − H. In the last relation we recognize the vorticity term  and the stretching term fΔh/H, which are the 
familiar components of PV in the quasigeostrophic approximation. Indeed, when the quasigeostrophic assumptions are valid, 
Eq. (2) is equivalent to the quasigeostrophic PV formula; see section 2a. 

For simplicity in this paper, we will consider a model ocean with a countable sequence of layers of constant density 
stacked on top of each other in a stable configuration (see Fig. 1 ). In this case, in the previous formulas h and H can be 
interpreted as the thicknesses of the discrete layers. All theoretical results derived in the rest of this section can be 
generalized to continuously stratified flows.

a. Charney–Stern necessary condition for instability  

When the Rossby number is small and the Burger number at least order one (which corresponds to a situation for which 
the layer thickness variation Δh is small when compared to H), the quasigeostrophic model can be derived (Pedlosky 1987). 
This approximate model advectively conserves the quasigeostrophic PV,

 

along horizontal trajectories, and each of the advecting velocity, the relative vorticity , and the stretching term −fΔh/H is 
a diagnostic linear functional of the streamfunction (or pressure field).

For this model Charney and Stern (1962, hereafter C–S) shows that a necessary condition for a mixed barotropic–
baroclinic instability to occur for a steady zonal flow is that the meridional gradient of PVQG(y, z) change sign somewhere in 

the current. Using the approximate equivalence of PVQG and the PVA in (2), this criterion can be written as

 

where A > < 0 indicates that A assumes both signs in different regions. The C–S result is only for the quasigeostrophic 
model, but it has recently been extended to semigeostrophic flows (see Kushner 1995). Also, the barotropic/baroclinic 
stability conditions derived by Ripa (1991) for a multilayer, shallow-water model through analysis of the energy of the 
perturbations indicate that the C–S criterion is valid more generally. The C–S criterion is also valid for mean coastal currents 
next to a parallel boundary with no normal flow through it.

We can distinguish two different configurations that satisfy the C–S criterion for instability.

1. The gradient of the PVA changes sign along an isopycnal surface (or within a vertical layer). This situation is 
depicted in Fig. 2a . 

2. The gradient changes sign in different layers. This situation is depicted in Fig. 2b . 

In this paper, we will focus on the second case, where the PVA is monotonic in each layer but has different sign in 
different layers. For such a configuration, as shown for instance in Shen and Evans (1994), a common outcome of the 
instability is the detachment of a baroclinic vortex pair, sometimes called a heton (Hogg and Stommel 1985), which has two 
PVA centers of opposite sign located in different layers. Three stages of the instability are depicted in Fig. 3 . An initial 
meander of the positive PVA front is associated with a cyclonic circulation over the whole water column and thus generates 
a perturbation on the negative PVA front below (dashed line in Fig. 3a ). The latter is associated with an anticyclonic 
circulation over the whole water column (dashed line in Fig. 3b ), and both meanders tend to reinforce each other. When 
they are large enough, the meanders detach from the current and form a baroclinic dipole (Fig. 3c ). The emergence of 
such a structure is accompanied by a transfer of mean potential energy to the eddy kinetic energy; hence the instability 
depicted in Fig. 3  is primarily a baroclinic instability. 



Now consider a coastal current with a PVA localized near the boundary and ΔQ  0 away from the boundary. This 
corresponds to the downstream situation of an intruding water mass flowing into a basin along its coast. For the current as a 
whole, integrating the C–S criterion yields

 

Thus, the necessary condition for baroclinic instability of a coastal current whose PVA is localized near the boundary is 
that ΔQ changes sign in different layers. 

b. Haynes–McIntyre impermeability constraint  

When mixing does occur, it is not easy to predict the change of PV for a fluid parcel, even if the trajectory is known, 
since the outcome is a nonlinear combination of the mixing of momentum and density. Nevertheless, Haynes and McIntyre 
(1987, 1990, hereafter H–M) derive an integral constraint for the evolution of PV. Here we rederive it for a multilayer, 
shallow-water model. In this context (Bleck and Boudra 1986; Bleck and Smith 1990; Bleck et al. 1992; Hu 1996), the 
momentum and thickness equations for each layer are

 

Here U = (U, V) is the horizontal velocity field, h is the layer thickness, and M is the Montgomery potential (pressure 
along an isopycnal surface), which can be expressed in each layer k as a linear combination of all the layer thickness 
anomalies [i = (1, · · · , N), where N is the number of layers],

 

Here F = (Fx, Fy) and S are nonconservative terms representing mixing, which we formulate as Fickian diffusion (for 

instance, the source term S in the continuity equation is associated with a density diffusion  = zK
ρ zρ). In isopycnal 

coordinates they are expressed as follows (see Hu 1996; Hallberg 1999):

 

The horizontal diffusion coefficient ν is defined by ν = max(ν0, νSmag), where ν0 is a background constant, and, 

following Smagorinsky (1963), νSmag is the product of the deformation rate (i.e., | U|), the square of the horizontal grid 

size, and a coefficient Cs. The values of Cs or ν0 as well as forms for the diapycnal coefficients, Ku and K
ρ
, are specified in 

section 3. The coefficient dρ represents the density jump between layers. Taking the curl of the momentum equation yields

 

Integrating over a domain Ω with periodic boundary conditions or boundaries with no normal flow through it (e.g., 
vertical walls) gives



 

where 
Ωwall

 F · dl represents the circulation of F along boundaries representing vertical walls only. This last condition 

shows that the bulk integral of PV within a density layer is not changed by either diapycnal or isopycnal mixing as long as it 
occurs away from the boundaries, which is the H–M constraint. 

Using the definition (2) for the PVA and as dΩ = h dx dy is a volume element, we can rewrite the previous H–M constraint 

(8) in terms of the PVA as follows:1

 

which yields

 

where dΩ/dt represents the volume variation of the layer. Thus, the bulk integral of the PVA can only be changed by a 
depletion or gain of the volume inside a layer or by viscous effects along boundaries.

c. Effects of diapycnal mixing  

Although the H–M constraint does not tell us explicitly about the local PVA evolution of a parcel, we can use it as a rough 
guideline to guess what the PVA distribution looks like after mixing. Neglecting the effects of the viscous boundary layer 
[e.g., the last term in (11)], if, for instance, during a diapycnal mixing event the volume of a layer increases, then the integral 
of PVA decreases and a negative PVA is generated somewhere within the layer. If, on the contrary, volume is lost in the 
layer, a positive PVA is generated.

This argument has been successfully used in the atmosphere to predict cyclogenesis (through the creation of a positive 
PVA) due to breaking gravity waves in the lee of steep mountain chains (Lamarque 1993; Lamarque and Hess 1994; Keyser 
and Rotuano 1990). In the open ocean, Legg and Marshall (1993) and Legg et al. (1998) show that the PV flux associated 
with winter cooling at the surface followed by internal mixing by spatially inhomogeneous deep convection creates a 
negative PVA in the underlying water column, while the adjacent front associated with the surface outcropping of density 
layers can be represented by a surface sheet of positive PVA. In this situation baroclinic instabilities develop, and the PVA is 
subsequently spread laterally by hetonlike vortices.

When mixing occurs in the interior of the fluid without any PV fluxes from the boundaries, then (11) implies that PVA 
creation depends upon the mass change within a density layer. Consider a fluid with uniform PV initially (for instance a fluid 
at rest), then ΔQ = 0 everywhere (Fig. 4a ). If interior diapycnal mixing occurs, water will be transferred between layers 
subject to conservation of total water volume. The H–M constraint says that negative PVAs must be created in layers where 
mass increases and positive ones created in layers where it decreases. This gives raise to a current associated with opposite 
sign PV anomalies in different layers (Fig. 4b ). The C–S criterion says that this current is potentially baroclinically 
unstable. Thus, diapycnal mixing in the interior of the ocean can lead to baroclinically unstable currents.

The rate at which PVA is created through diapycnal mixing can be roughly estimated using (11) and (6) as

 

This yields a time period of a few days for the development of a PVA ΔQ  0.1f  (with K
ρ
 = 250 cm2 s−1 and h = 250 



m).

d. Effects of isopycnal mixing  

As far as isopycnal mixing is concerned, we distinguish two different situations depending on whether we consider its 
effect in the interior of the ocean or near boundaries where a viscous layer is present.

In the ocean interior, the H–M constraint (11) shows that mixing does not alter the average PVA of a layer. However, 
isopycnal mixing can modify the local PVA and either smooth the initial PV field, which should not change the stability 
property of a current, or create opposite sign PVAs (but not change the bulk integral of PVA), which could lead to the 
destabilization of currents. Growth rates of an initially unstable current have been shown to be sensitive to momentum 
dissipation (Holopainen 1961; Rivière 1995; Rivière and Klein 1997), but, to our knowledge, an example of the destabilization 
of an interior current by isopycnal mixing has not been found.

Near a boundary the effects of a viscous layer have to be taken into account, and Eq. (11) shows that it generally alters 
the mean PVA of the layer. It is not clear, though, if this alteration yields unstable PVA profiles that satisfy the C–S 
necessary condition. Indeed, the sign of the created PVA depends on second-order derivatives of the velocity field near the 
coast. In addition, in numerical models, it may be sensitive to the boundary conditions used (e.g., free slip or no slip). As 
above, one can calculate the timescale required for the development of a significant PVA through isopycnal mixing. A rough 
estimate is

 

where ΔU is the scale of velocity differences and ΔL represents the width of the region affected by mixing and depends 
on both the viscous layer thickness and the velocity field variation length scale. This yields a time period of a few days for 

the development of a PVA with ΔQ  0.1f  (using ν = 10 m2 s−1, ΔL = 5 km and ΔU = 0.2 m s−1). 

This suggests that isopycnal mixing could be as efficient as diapycnal mixing in creating PVAs. However, these estimates 
are sensitive to the choices for the diapycnal or isopycnal mixing coefficients, stratification strength, and velocity magnitude. 
Different choices of isopycnal mixing forms (biharmonic diffusion of momentum for instance) or even boundary conditions 
may also yield different results. Nevertheless, the important conclusion here is that isopycnal or diapycnal mixing could 
drastically modify the PV distribution in an oceanic current in only a few days.

3. Computational experiments  

The qualitative prediction of instability above is not a rigorous one. The C–S criterion is only a necessary condition for 
instability, and the H–M constraint does not predict in detail the local PVA evolution. The situation depicted in Figs. 4a and 
4b  is thus only a thought experiment. Computational or laboratory experiments, or field measurements, are needed to 
assess the likelihood of such an evolution in the ocean, and below we present samples of all three.

To illustrate that diapycnal or isopycnal mixing can lead to baroclinically unstable currents, we first perform some 
computational experiments. We do so with an ocean model in isopycnal coordinates, where it is easier to control the 
isopycnal PVA evolution and the diapycnal mass fluxes, particularly when, as here, the number of vertical degrees of 
freedom (i.e., density layers) is not large. The model is the Miami Isopycnal Coordinate Ocean Model (MICOM: see Bleck 
and Boudra 1986; Bleck and Smith 1990; Bleck et al. 1992; Hu 1996), which solves Eqs. (4)–(6). 

a. Currents initiated by diapycnal mixing  

The first experiment realizes the thought experiment sketched in Fig. 4 . We consider a five-layer configuration with 
equal density steps Δρ = 0.2‰ between layers and layer thickness H = 400 m. The fluid is initially at rest, with U = 0 and h 
= H. The horizontal grid size is 2 km, and the domain is a zonally periodic channel of size 200 km × 200 km, with free-slip 

boundary conditions at the northern and southern walls. The Coriolis frequency is f  = 7.0 × 10−5 s−1. The horizontal 

viscosity is constant (i.e., Cs = 0 here) with a small value ν0 = 0.1 m2 s−1 chosen for computational smoothness. Here the 

PV fluxes from viscous boundary layers are negligible, and the PVA is only transformed because of diapycnal mixing. 
(Alternative experiments with Cs = 0.005, rather than the usual value of 0.2 for 3D turbulence, lead to the same results.) 

At t = 0, the resting fluid undergoes vigorous diapycnal mixing near the southern boundary. To accomplish this we set Ku 

= K  = 200 × 10−4 m2 s−1 within 10 km of the coast and at the upper and lower interfaces of the third layer, while keeping 



ρ

Ku = K
ρ
 = 0 elsewhere. Estimated values for Ku and K

ρ
 are usually smaller in the open ocean than those above, but this level 

of mixing has been observed in some regions (Peters and Gregg 1988; Baringer and Price 1997b; Ferron et al. 1998) and has 
been implemented in mixing parameterizations (e.g., Blanke and Delecluse 1993; Large et al. 1994). In any event, smaller 
values of Ku and Krho would only lengthen the time period over which the current spins up and its instability develops. 

Figure 5  shows the evolution of the PVA in the third and fourth layers (counting down from the upper surface). 
Because the mixing coefficient is largest in the middle of the water column, the third layer gains mass while the second and 
fourth layers lose mass. A negative PVA is thus created in the third layer, and positive PVAs in the second and fourth layers, 
as sketched in Fig. 4 . During the mixing, geostrophic adjustment takes place continually, and a baroclinic zonal current is 
generated near the southern boundary. Figure 5  shows that, after about 20 days, the PVA of the current has become 
fairly strong (its minimum value in the third layer is −0.2f). At this stage we added a small nonzonal perturbation. Since the 
PVA distribution of this current satisfies the C–S criterion, we might expect baroclinic instability to develop. Instability 
indeed rapidly develops and meanders grow. This leads to the formation of baroclinic dipoles or hetons that detach from the 
coast and move out toward the open ocean. Figure 6  shows the velocity field in these two layers at t = 70 days. The 
negative PVAs are associated with anticyclonic vortices, and the positive PVAs with cyclones, as expected from geostrophic 
balance.

In this experiment we did not consider the cause of the localized mixing. One possibility, though, is mixing associated 
with gravity waves breaking above a continental shelf or bottom topography. Such a process might explain the formation of 
swoddies (slope water eddies) in the Gulf of Biscay (Pingree and Le Cann 1992a,b; Pingree 1994). 

b. Currents modified by mixing  

In the preceding experiment, the fluid is initially at rest, and the mixing coefficients are specified as functions of space. To 
show how diapycnal or isopycnal mixing can modify the stability of an existing current, we next consider a zonal bottom 
current associated with an initially stable PVA distribution and in geostrophic balance. We consider a seven-layer 
configuration with density jumps between the layers, Δρ = 0.2‰, and resting-fluid layer thicknesses, (H1, H2, H3, H4, H5, 

H6, H7) = (500 m, 100 m, 100 m, 100 m, 100 m, 100 m, 500 m). The initial PVA distribution has ΔQ = 0 in layers 1–6 and 

has a strong perturbation in the bottom layer:

Δ Q7(y) = −0.7fe−(y/L)2, (14)

 

where y is the distance from the southern coast and L = 30 km. The Coriolis frequency is f  = 7 × 10−5 s−1.

 

The calculation of the initial velocity field and layer thicknesses corresponding to the PVA profile given above is done by 
iteration between (2) and geostrophic balance, subject to the constraints that U  0 away from the southern boundary and 
that U(z) is specified at the southern coast (see the appendix). 

We solve Eqs. (4)–(6) numerically, first in a 2D configuration with no zonal variations ( x = 0 for all quantities) to 

evaluate the PV changes associated with both diapycnal and isopycnal mixing, and then in a 3D configuration to investigate 
ensuing instabilities. The meridional extent of the basin is Ly = 140 km and the horizontal grid size is 2 km. In such a 2D 

configuration, alongstream, small-scale numerical noise cannot develop, and weaker background isopycnal diffusivities can 
be used while still retaining solution smoothness.

Isopycnal and diapycnal mixing effects are studied separately. To study the effect of isopycnal mixing of momentum on 

the destabilization of the current, different values of ν0 are chosen; we set ν0 = 1–20 m2 s−1 in various calculations, which 

is less than the typical range used in eddy-resolving GCM calculations. The effect of a biharmonic diffusion, with coefficient 

νBH  108 m4 s−1, is also investigated. To study the influence of diapycnal mixing, we follow Pacanowski and Philander 

(1981) and specify the diapycnal diffusivities, Ku and K
ρ
, as functions of the gradient Richardson number, Ri = N2/| zU|2 

(where N is the Brunt–Väisälä frequency):

 

where either Ko = 0, in cases where diapycnal mixing is neglected, or Ko = 500 × 10−4 m2 s−1. Notice that the value for 



Ku monotonically decreases with Ri and exceeds that of K
ρ
 for all Ri. In the following simulation, Rio = 1, which 

corresponds to the minimum Richardson number of the flow defined by (14) and the boundary conditions discussed in the 
appendix. The particular functional form chosen here extends the mixing well beyond the critical value for Kelvin–Helmholtz 
instability, for which mixing is known to occur for Ri  Ricr = 0.25 (see Miles 1961; Howard 1961). In fact, geostrophic 

currents with weak Richardson numbers are necessarily associated with strong velocities, and rather high horizontal 
diffusion coefficients are then necessary to maintain the solution smoothness. To be able to get solutions in which the PVA 
is mainly modified by diapycnal mixing, we choose to consider currents with higher Ri values and to extend mixing far 
beyond the theoretical value of 0.25. Even though this choice is quantitatively questionable, and thus impedes a precise 
linkage to oceanic situations, the previous parameterization is qualitatively as observed in the ocean for the mixing associated 
with shear instability, where regions of smaller Ri are likely to be more sensitive to shear instability and subsequent mixing if, 
for instance, gravity waves are present in addition to the geostrophic currents. It can thus serve our purpose here of 
illustrating possible consequences of mixing.

Figure 7  shows the vertical PVA distribution at time t = 10 days in 2D integrations for different choices of the mixing 
coefficients Ko and (ν0, Cs) listed in Table 1 . Figure 7a  represents a case with no mixing (isopycnal or diapycnal), 

for which the PVA profile corresponds to the initial PVA distribution. It is null in all layers except the last, is associated with 
a one-sign gradient, and is therefore stable by the C–S criterion. In Fig. 7b , a weak isopycnal mixing is included. The 
PVA distribution is not significantly modified for the period of time considered here (10 days). In Fig. 7c , diapycnal 
mixing is added. Obviously diapycnal mixing leads to the creation of opposite-sign PVAs of significant strength (the 
maximum positive PVA reaches about 0.1f  at the surface and 500 m, 0.2f  at 1000 m) and satisfying the C–S necessary 
condition for instability. The influence of strong isopycnal mixing is shown in Fig. 7d . Stronger modifications occur in 
comparison with Fig. 7b , and positive PVA now appears (the maximum reaches 0.15f), rendering the distribution 
potentially unstable. Finally, a solution with biharmonic diffusion of momentum is shown in Fig. 7e , with a moderate 

diffusivity coefficient of νBH = 108 m4 s−1. The viscous boundary layer has here drastically modified the PVA distribution 

and a very strong positive PVA has developed, with the maximum value reaching 0.7f . Notice that this positive PVA is 
located in a narrow region near the coast where the viscous boundary layer develops. Also notice that the negative PVA in 
the bottom layer has been strongly modified too in that case.

We next continue the same integrations in a zonally periodic, 3D channel with length Lx = 200 km, to test for the stability 

of the current and development of meanders. A very small initial, nonzonal perturbation is added to the zonal current. In this 
3D configuration, the isopycnal viscosity coefficients (ν0, Cs) cannot be zero, and minimum values (below which numerical 

noise develops and the computation must be stopped) must be specified, which sometimes makes it difficult to distinguish 

between the influence of diapycnal and isopycnal mixing. We choose here the minimum values of (ν0, Cs)min = (1 m2 s−1, 

0.005). We have shown above that such small values have only weak effects on the PVA field (see Fig. 7b ). However, if 
the current changes when it becomes unstable and meanders grow (for instance when diapycnal mixing is taken into 
account), higher minimum values are necessary. In that case, we choose to increase Cs, and values as high as Cs = 1 are 

sometimes necessary to keep small-scale noise from growing. However, this only affects the late-stage evolution of the 
PVA.

Without diapycnal mixing and with a small isopycnal diffusion (ν = 1 m2 s−1), the current remains stable for more than 
200 days. When diapycnal mixing is added, the evolution is quite different, and Fig. 8  shows that the current now 
becomes unstable. As shown above, a positive PVA develops quite rapidly in the upper layers, allowing the current to 
become potentially unstable according to the C–S criterion. The formation of the positive PVA is quite rapid, requiring only a 
few days, but the subsequent growth of meanders and generation of vortices, on the other hand, are slower processes, 
partly because the initial perturbation is small; the growth rate σ has been roughly evaluated from the solution and 
corresponds to a timescale of Tgrowth = 1/σ  10 days, and meanders are clearly visible after 100 days. At this stage, small-

scale noise develops near the southern boundary, and we have to increase Cs up to 1 to erase this numerical noise. However, 

an experiment with Cs = 0.05 has also been made, which although noisy remains computationally stable. The results differ in 

detail between strong and weak Cs, but in both cases baroclinic dipoles eventually emerge and detach from the boundary 

current.

As mentioned above, in experiments without diapycnal mixing and with a weak momentum diffusion coefficient (ν0 = 1 

m2 s−1), the current remains stable. Increasing this coefficient strengthens the boundary flux of PV and transforms the 
current profile into a potentially unstable configuration (see Figs. 7d,e ). Three-dimensional solutions for experiments d 
and e in Table 1  indeed also exhibit an unstable behavior after about 100 days and 50 days, respectively. The destabilizing 
influence of the lateral mixing of momentum on boundary currents is also studied in Valdivieso da Costa (1999). In her 
numerical solutions for a current intruding into a quiescent fluid, she observed that biharmonic diffusion of momentum leads 



to the generation of positive PVA in the layer above the intrusion and can lead to the detachment of baroclinic dipoles.

The effect of a viscous boundary layer on the generation of eddies in a barotropic model is investigated in d'Asaro (1988) 
and Klinger (1993). They argue that mixing near a boundary is a source of preferentially negative PVA generation, which can 
roll up into anticyclonic eddies at capes. In our experiments, PVA develops in viscous boundary layers, but its sign strongly 
depends on the current profile near the wall and is proportional to ν. The PV flux also depends on the boundary condition 
imposed, and it is worth mentioning that both free-slip and no-slip conditions generally lead to nonzero fluxes. Furthermore, 
in this set of experiments, PVA generation is very sensitive to the mathematical form chosen to parameterize mixing: 
biharmonic diffusion leads to the development of much higher PVAs than harmonic diffusion. Zero fluxes could theoretically 
be obtained if the boundary condition yields F · dl = 0 along the boundary, but this is not easily justified physically and it is 
difficult to achieve in practice because of the spatial discretization, the use of a staggered grid, or the presence of inclined 
boundaries in GCMs. However, we have here shown that a cape is not necessary for the formation of vortices, as the PVA 
generation associated with the viscous boundary layer can yield unstable situations in a stratified fluid. Incidentally, it is 
worth mentioning that, for homogeneous flows, rotating-tank experiments seem to indicate that, even though a cape seems 
to be a preferential site for the formation of eddies, their detachment is only possible if the current upstream of the corner is 
barotropically unstable to the formation of dipoles (Klinger 1993; Stern and Whitehead 1990). 

To conclude, we note that, in the ocean, the physical nature of PVA generation by isopycnal mixing is uncertain but 
nonetheless possible. Indeed, isopycnal mixing represents the effect of subgrid-scale, anisotropic currents along isopycnal 
surfaces, and to our knowledge there is no clear evidence showing such processes should or should not be associated with 
large-scale PV generation. We have demonstrated that this issue can have important consequences for the stability of 
currents.

4. Laboratory experiments  

Diapycnal mixing is usually intense in gravity currents. This suggests that these currents will develop a PVA distribution 
that satisfies the C–S criterion and thus become potentially baroclinically unstable. Extending the computations above to a 
simulation of gravity currents is quite challenging because of nonhydrostatic accelerations and complex mixing effects and 
also because the existing numerical schemes do not accurately conserve PV in a configuration when isopycnal surfaces 
intersect the bottom topography. Consequently, we choose to switch our methodology to laboratory experiments to 
investigate the evolution of rotating gravity currents.

a. Experimental setup  

The experimental setup is sketched in Fig. 9 . It is the same as in Mauritzen et al. (2001), a study of the detrainment of 
Mediterranean Water to low density levels. A rotating tank with horizontal dimensions 80 cm × 80 cm contains a 

continuously stratified fluid initially at rest. An approximately constant Brunt–Väisälä frequency, N  0.5 s−1, is constructed 

using the two-reservoir method (Fortuin 1960). The rotation period is T = 20 s, giving a Coriolis frequency of f  = 0.63 s−1. 
The total fluid depth is H  20 cm. The first internal radius of deformation is Rd = HN/πf   5 cm. Since this scale is 

similar to the width of a geostrophically adjusted boundary current, we believe that the tank is wide enough for distant 
boundary influences to be small.

A colored plume of dense water is gently poured from a reservoir at a position near the corner on top of a sloping bottom 
on one side of the tank (see Fig. 9 ). Its density anomaly, compared to the surface fluid in the tank, is Δρ  5 ‰ ,  w h i c h  
is about the same as the maximum density anomaly at the bottom of the tank. The bottom slope is fairly steep, with s = dx/dz 

 0.4. The dense fluid accelerates as a plume that sinks down the slope. When the vertical shear at the top of the plume 
current is strong enough, Kelvin–Helmholtz instability occurs, and the plume entrains and mixes with the surrounding water. 
Eventually the plume arrives at an equilibrium depth, where its intermediate density value is neutrally buoyant compared to 
the surrounding fluid, and it then turns to form a coastal current as it leaves the slope following the sidewall boundary. Even 
though the hydrostatic approximation is not strictly satisfied in this experiment, rotation and stratification inhibit vertical 
motions, and the boundary current rapidly adjusts toward geostrophic balance, during and after the strong mixing phase. 
The experiment is photographed and filmed from both the top of the tank and the side parallel to the boundary current.

b. Experimental results  

Figure 10  is a photograph taken from a side of the tank. The red color corresponds to the intermediate-depth current. 
Since the red color has become well mixed within the current by this stage, it is difficult to clearly distinguish its structure 
here. So additional dye grains are dropped through the boundary current to give an indication of its vertical profile. The 
strongest velocity occurs at middepth.

Figures 11a–c  are successive photographs taken from the top of the tank. The coastal intermediate current is visible 



along the left side of the tank. We see a downstream and temporal evolution of an instability event and the subsequent 
generation of a baroclinic vortex dipole. The dipole structure is indicated by the mushroom shape erupting from the 
boundary region (see Mied et al. 1991). The anticyclonic vortex center is a lens of red fluid, and the cyclonic vortex center 
wraps filaments of red fluid around itself. Using additional drops of dye grains (not shown), we find that the anticyclone has 
its maximum swirl velocity maximum at approximately the same depth as the coastal current, while the cyclone maximum 
velocity occurs above the core of the boundary current but slightly below the surface. This demonstrates the baroclinic (i.e., 
hetonic) structure of the dipole vortex. If the experiment is allowed to evolve over sufficient time, the intermediate flow 
sheds these dipolar eddies around the entire tank.

The formation of such a flow structure is typical of baroclinic instability. It requires the presence of both positive and 
negative PVAs. The negative PVA is the anticyclonic part of the dipole. It arises in the injected water mass that forms the 
core of the boundary current and, as argued above from the H–M constraint (11), it develops because the core density 
layers gain mass and grow in thickness. The upper-level cyclone has a positive PVA, associated with the depletion of mass 
and reduction of thickness in the density layers mainly above the core of the boundary current. This interpretation neglects 
possible PVA effects from the viscous boundary layer, which we believe is of only secondary importance here, due to the 
smallness of the molecular viscosity.

5. Discussion  

In this paper we show that mixing can alter a current and make it unstable, generating baroclinic dipoles or hetons. 
Potential vorticity (PV) is not conserved on parcels when mixing occurs. Even though it does not prescribe the PV change in 
detail, the integral constraint in Haynes and McIntyre (1987, 1990) suggests the likely shapes of PV anomalies (PVAs) that 
arise from diapycnal mixing: positive PVA is created where a density layer loses mass and negative PVA is created where a 
layer gains mass. These transformations of the PVA distribution allow an initially stable current to satisfy the instability 
criterion of Charney and Stern (1962), in a manner conducive to baroclinic instability. In turn, baroclinic instability can 
evolve into heton vortices that detach from the current and move into the fluid interior. Strong diapycnal mixing is especially 
likely near boundaries. It can be associated with gravity waves breaking over a steep continental shelf, with Kelvin–
Helmholtz instability due to strong vertical shear, or with downslope gravity currents.

This possibility is illustrated with highly idealized computational and laboratory experiments. We make no claim, yet, that 
these behaviors are generic since the outcome may be sensitively dependent upon the flow characteristics and mixing 
patterns (parameterized here in the computational experiments as a function of the Richardson number) that we have not 
explored widely. Nor do we feel confident that the range of mixing intensity that occurs in the ocean near outflows and 
shallow boundaries is yet well known. Nevertheless, we believe this mode of PVA generation and subsequent eddy formation 
is likely to occur in the ocean at least sometimes. As suggested by an anonymous referee, it would be useful to calculate PV 
maps along isopycnal surfaces from transects at various distances from the Strait of Gibraltar. Even though large errors can 
be expected for the calculation of PV on isopycnal surfaces from measurements at sea, it could prove useful in explaining 
the influence of mixing on PV evolution. Cross sections of PV have been calculated by Chérubin et al. (2000) near the 
Portimao Canyon. They show that the C-S instability criterion is met for the Mediterranean outflow in this area far 
downstream of Gibraltar.

Isopycnal mixing and diffusion of momentum is usually associated with PV fluxes from boundaries, that can create new 
PVAs. Again, this transformation of the PV distribution is shown to be able to destabilize the current if the diffusion 
coefficient is large enough. The physical relevance of this phenomenon is, however, uncertain and has to be addressed. Our 
numerical experiments have also revealed drastic differences in the PVA generation, depending on whether harmonic or 
biharmonic operators are used (different boundary conditions can also lead to substantial changes). Thus, in numerical 
models, diffusion terms could generate PVA that is quantitatively questionable, especially near boundaries, and thus result in 
discrepancies with respect to the real ocean.

It is finally worth mentioning that this work has some implications insofar as GCMs are concerned. We have indeed 
shown here that the dynamics of a boundary current in a numerical model is very sensitive to both diapycnal and isopycnal 
mixing. In particular, PV fluxes through boundaries can drastically change depending on the form chosen to parameterize 
isopycnal mixing, the diffusion coefficient values, and boundary conditions. Thus, different current regimes may be obtained 
with different choices of mixing parameterizations, insofar as the strength and the rate of formation of eddies are concerned. 

We conclude by showing some field measurements that support the scenario above. The Sortie des Eaux 
Mediterranéennes dans l'Atlantique Nord Est (SEMANE) campaigns by the French Naval Oceanographic Service (SHOM) 
studied the Mediterranean current flowing along the Iberian continental slope. Particular attention was given to the formation 
of anticyclonic Mediterranean eddies (meddies), and a few surdrift floats were released in the main boundary current and 
followed daily by ARGOS satellites. Surdrift floats are deep drogued buoys, developed by SHOM and made of a small 
surface buoy linked to a large holey-sock drogue by a thin Kevlar cable (Lampert 1998; Chérubin et al. 1997; Paillet et al. 
1999). In Fig. 12 , two of these floats, respectively drogued at depths of 1000 and 1300 m, are apparently trapped in the 
same meddy generation event. The float at 1000 m loops anticyclonically in the core of the meddy, but the deeper float 



subsequently begins to loop cyclonically and is clearly caught inside a companion cyclone. These features are consistent 
with the baroclinic instability of the Mediterranean boundary current and subsequent generation of a baroclinic dipole. The 
source of the positive PVA necessary for the instability and generation of the cyclone could have arisen from diapycnal 
mixing near the Strait of Gibraltar (Baringer and Price 1997a) or even downstream, in regions where the current is subject to 
strong mixing. Cyclonic companions for Meddies have been observed before; for instance, Pingree and LeCann (1993) 
show their signature in satellite advanced very high-resolution radiometer measurements. 
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APPENDIX  

6. PV Inversion  

Under the assumption of geostrophic balance, the PVA profile specified in (14) can be inverted to calculate both the 
corresponding velocity and layer depths. However, because the PVA is a nonlinear combination of the latter fields, an 
iterative procedure has to be developed. We summarize it below.

Given a PVA field, the inversion equations can be written

 

The first equation in (A1) can thus be expressed in term of the layer thickness anomalies (Δh1, · · · , ΔhN), and the 

iterative procedure we chose to solve (A1) is

 

Iterations are stopped when maxk(|hn+1
k − hn

k|)   (where we have chosen  = 10−3 m).

 

It is worth noting that the system (A2) is equivalent to a quasigeostrophic PV inversion (except for the right-hand side of 
the first equation), for which solution methods are well known. After projection on the eigenmodes of the matrix linking M 
and Δh, the first equation becomes

y2Δhn+1
k − γ2kΔhn+1

k = RHSn
k, (A3)

 

where γ2k is the eigenvalue associated to the kth eigenmode. The latter equation is easily solved analytically, given two 

boundary conditions. Boundary conditions are given by the constraint that the fluid is unperturbed away from the southern 
boundary, that is to say Δh = 0 and yh = 0 when y  ∞. This entirely determines the solution for the barotropic part of the 

flow, when γ = 0, but for baroclinic modes (γ  0) the two previous constraints are equivalent, and there exists a degree of 
freedom that can be used, for instance, to chose Δhk or yhk at the coast. This is what is done here: we specify the vertical 

profile of the velocity field at the coast. In the case presented in this paper, the latter corresponds to the first baroclinic mode 

with a maximum speed of 0.8 m s−1. This yields a minimum Richardson number of about 1 for the flow. 

Tables  

TABLE 1. Isopycnal and diapycnal mixing coefficients used in experiments given in Fig. 7 
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FIG. 1. The ocean is represented by a stably stratified sequence of homogeneous layers in which density and velocity are 
independent of depth. A layer is characterized by its horizontal velocity field (U, V), layer thickness h, and density, ρ. Far from the 
boundary, the fluid is at rest
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FIG. 2. Two different PVA distributions that satisfy the C–S necessary condition for instability: (a) the PVA gradient changes 
sign within a layer and (b) the PVA gradient changes sign at different depths. The arrows represent the PV gradient for the given 
distribution
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FIG. 3. Schematic evolution of the PVA distribution of a current that satisfies the C–S criterion for instability because its PVA 
gradient changes sign with depth. Baroclinic instability leads to the formation and detachment of a baroclinic dipole (heton) 
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FIG. 4. A thought experiment illustrating the H–M constraint: (a) a resting ocean with uniform PV in each layer is mixed 
diapycnally so that (b) the layer gaining mass during the mixing process develops a negative PVA and the layers losing mass 
positive ones
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FIG. 5. PVA evolution in density layers 3 (left column) and 4 (right column), with the positive (negative) contours drawn as 
solid (dashed) lines. Starting from rest at t = 0 (not shown), the water column is mixed, and a finite PVA develops in each layer. 
Mixing near the southern boundary leads to a current profile that is baroclinically unstable, and baroclinic dipoles emerge after 
about 60 days
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FIG. 6. Velocity field in layers (a) 4 and (b) 3 at a time 70 days after the mixing began 
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FIG. 7. PVA distributions in 2D integrations after 10 days for different isopycnal and diapycnal mixing parameters given in 
Table 1 . Positive contours are solid lines, and negative ones are dashed. The contour interval is 0.025f. Notice the 
development of positive PVA for diapycnal mixing (c) and strong isopycnal mixing (d and e)
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FIG. 8. PVA in 3D integrations in the upper layer at time t = 50, 80, 90, 100 days [respectively (a), (b), (c), and (d)]. A positive 
PVA has rapidly developed and meanders grow after about 80 days. At t = 100 days, small-scale noise appears because of the 
use of weak isopycnal diffusion, and the computation has to be either stopped or resumed with higher viscosity
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FIG. 9. Experimental setup for the rotating-tank experiment 
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FIG. 10. Photographic side view of the rotating-tank experiment. The intermediate current is visualized by red fluid. Dye grains 
are dropped to create vertical streaks that indicate the velocity vertical profile by their horizontal displacements. The current is 
strongest at middepth. Vertical motions are weak, indicating a geostrophic balance
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FIG. 11. Photographic top view of the rotating-tank experiment. A meander develops on the intermediate current near the left 
wall of the tank (a). Two “days”  later (1 day = 1 table turnover time = 20 s) it grows and emerges as a baroclinic dipole, with its 
characteristic mushroom shape (b), which eventually detaches from the boundary current (c) four days later
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FIG. 12. Trajectories of two floats released at 1000 and 1300 m (dashed and plain lines, respectively) off of the Iberian coast. 
Note the anticyclonic loops of the shallower float, typical of a parcel trapped in a meddy, and the cyclonic loops of the deeper 
float

 

 

1 In the H–M papers, the conserved integral has a mass-weighted integrand. The volume-weighted result here is equivalent when the Boussinesq 
approximation is made, as is appropriate for the ocean.
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